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as shown earlier by Bishop and Laidler.8 A similar result may 
be derived for bimolecular reactions. 
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Abstract: A vibronic coupling model for mixed valence systems is developed which provides explicit eigenvalues and eigenfunc-
tions based on the formalism previously developed by Fulton and Gouterman to discuss the excited states of symmetrical di-
mers. The mixed valence (intervalence) absorption profile is obtained by calculating transition intensities from populated vi
bronic levels to all higher vibronic levels within the manifold. The parameters of the model are directly related to properties 
of the "monomeric" units. The theory is first applied to the case of two identical and pseudooctahedral constituent units ("mo
nomers") assuming equal force constants in both oxidation states of the monomer. A number of synthetic profiles are presented 
for a range of parameters. The unique Creutz-Taube complex ([(NH3)5Ru-pyr-Ru(NH3)5p+) is singled out for analysis. The 
room temperature absorption spectrum is fit well by a pair of quite closely defined parameters. These parameters indicate that 
the lower potential surface has a small (~57 cm-1) barrier ("valence trapping"). However, the lowest vibronic state is calcu
lated to be about 30 cm -1 above the top of this barrier. Furthermore, the calculated probability distribution in configuration 
space shows complete valence derealization (no trapping) at low temperature, but there is a small hint of trapping at room 
temperature. The model is extended to unsymmetrical mixed valence systems (nonidentical "monomers"). The consequences 
both of including spin-orbit coupling and allowing unequal force constants are examined. 

I. Introduction 

Systems containing ions in two different oxidation states 
often have intense absorption bands which cannot be attributed 
to the absorption of either constituent ion. The classic example 
is Prussian blue, an insoluble crystalline solid containing both 
six-coordinate ferricyanide [Fe(III)-C-N coordination] and 
six-coordinate ferrocyanide (Fe(I I ) -N-C coordination) in a 
regular cubic array.23 Neither of these monomeric species 
alone gives rise to the intense blue color which apparently re
sults from excitations involving both the Fe(II) and Fe(III) 

centers. Such transitions are termed mixed valence or inter
valence transitions.2b'c 

In recent years, a new mixed valence complex, 

[( N H 3 ) 6 R U N Q N R U ( N H 3 ) J + 

has been synthesized by Creutz and Taube.3 This ion is par
ticularly interesting theoretically because the two Ru atoms 
have identical coordination spheres but different oxidation 
states; one is Ru(II) and the other Ru(III). In the visible ab
sorption region the Creutz-Taube (C-T) complex shows the 
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spectrum typical of analogous Ru(II)-Ru(II) complexes, but 
in the near-infrared region, a new absorption band appears 
which is unique to the Ru(II)-Ru(III) complex.33 This 
mixed-valence transition is lower in energy, sharper, and much 
more asymmetric than mixed-valence bands in less symmet
rical complexes. It was partly the unusual bandshape of the 
C-T ( = Creutz-Taube) absorption which stimulated the 
present study. 

The theory most frequently cited to explain mixed-valence 
intensity is that of Hush.4^7 Hush's theory has not, however, 
been used to calculate absorption profiles. A rigorous approach 
to the problem of mixed valence intensities is to determine the 
energies of the complete manifold of vibronic states of the 
complex and then to calculate intensities of transitions from 
the populated low-lying vibronic levels to all higher vibronic 
states. This may be accomplished surprisingly easily using the 
approximate method of Fulton and Gouterman (F-G).8 '9 The 
method was developed to calculate the vibronic manifold in the 
("Davydov split") excited states of symmetrical dimers. These 
authors have written two very useful papers on such systems 
and we follow their general approach. Our system differs 
substantially from theirs, however, in that the ground state is 
comprised of all populated vibronic levels within our manifold 
while F-G's ground state is outside their manifold of dimer 
excited-state vibronic levels. Thus while the relative energies 
of vibronic levels in our manifold and F-G's are the same, 
their intensities bear absolutely no relation to ours. We are 
considering transitions within the vibronically coupled mani
fold. Our system corresponds to transitions between the "Da
vydov split" components of F-G's excited states. 

II. Theoretical Model. The Symmetrical Limit, A = B 

Our system (A-B) in the symmetrical (A = B) limit consists 
of molecules or ions made up of units A and B whose nuclei go 
into one another under a symmetry operation. The C-T com
plex is an example of such a system. We term A and B the 
monomers and A-B the dimer. The interaction between A and 
B is assumed small, so it is convenient to write the Hamiltonian 
for the system in the form 

HT = HA + HB + VAB(r,Q) + Tn
AB (Y) 

where 

HA = TnA + TeA + V{l.A,QA) 

HB = TnB + TB + V{rB,QB) l 

Here the Tn and Te operators are nuclear and electronic kinetic 
energy operators, the Fare potential energy operators, and r 
and Q refer respectively to electronic and nuclear coordinates. 
VAB(r,Q) represents all interaction terms between A and B 
while r n

A B is the kinetic energy operator for their relative 
motion. 

We first consider eq 1 holding the nuclei at their equilibrium 
positions (Q0) assuming that VAB(r,Q°) is sufficiently small 
to be neglected; it is subsequently treated perturbationally. 
Thus eq 1 is separable in rA and r%, and solutions will be 
products of HA and HB solutions, 

Mr.Q0) = tiHrA,Ql)+§{rB,Ql) (3) 

where \pA and \pB are eigenstates of HA and HB, respective-

There are two equivalent ways to make the division of eq 1 
into HA and HB, since in our symmetrical mixed valence sys
tem, A and B differ only in oxidation state. Thus, suppose first 
that A is in the higher oxidation state M (e.g., Ru(III)) with 
ground state I/'M while B is in the lower oxidation state N (e.g., 
Ru(II)) with ground state i/̂ -. In this case the zeroth-order 
solution to eq 1 is 

Mr,Q°) = KIR (4) 

Alternatively, however, we could have A in the lower oxidation 
state N and B in the higher oxidation state M to give the zer
oth-order solution 

Mr.Q0) = ^K (5) 

These states are exactly degenerate and go into one another 
under exchange of A and B. We use them as our electronic 
basis states and neglect interactions with electronic states 
outside of this basis. We further make the approximation 

<̂ a|vAb> =* 0 (6) 

This integral is proportional to the overlap of orbitals centered 
on A with those centered on B and so is zero in the one-center 
approximation. (In the F-G problem, eq 6 is exactly true.) 

Note that at this point i/-a and \pb are exactly degenerate so 
we cannot even talk about a purely electronic mixed valence 
transition between them. Inclusion of the VAB(r,Q) pertur
bation and at least an approximate solution of the vibronic 
Hamiltonian eq 1 are both required before an absorption band 
with any intensity is calculated. We show later that treating 
VAB(r,Q) as a purely electronic exciton coupling term and 
neglecting vibronic interactions leads to the prediction of a 
single line. Alternatively, ignoring exciton coupling and in
cluding vibronic interactions leads to the prediction of zero 
intensity. 

We now seek an approximate solution to eq 1. We make the 
harmonic approximation and, for reasons explained subse
quently, we assume a single totally symmetric vibrational de
gree of freedom for each monomer. The unperturbed vibronic 
wave functions associated with our zero-order HA and HB ei-
genfunctions are thus 

^ ( ' • A . e k = o)XmA(0A) 

*§{rA,QA = O)XHA(GA) 

^ ( / • B , 2 B = O)Xm8(GB) 

^ ( ' B . G B = O)XHB(GB) (7) 

where XHA(GA) and XIIA(GA), for example, are the harmonic 
oscillator solutions to 

[~^ + ^ ( G A = O) + ±*&GA] 

X XHA(GA) = £H A XH A (GA) (8) 

and 

ITTT+ ^ M ( G A = 0) + ^ G A 
L 2MA 

+ \ ^ M G A ] XHA(GA) = ^HAXUA(GA) (9) 

respectively. Here TA = P\j2M A and the other terms in 
brackets describe the harmonic potentials for \[/A and ^ . Thus, 
for example, 

WUQA) = H ^ ( G A = 0) + £&QA + \ k^Ql (10) 

is the potential for \p^\ i.e., 

[TA + V{rA,QA)}^ = W&QM ( H ) 

and ^ M ( G A ) is assumed harmonic, and so forth for the other 
cases. The potentials and notation are displayed in Figure 1. 
We assume an identical force constant k = ^ N = ^ M for ^M 
and i/'ft. Analogous equations hold for B. Note that we have 
chosen our monomer normal coordinates so that GA = 0 at the 
potential minimum of \pA and G B = 0 at the minimum of ^ . 
This choice is arbitrary. The minimum of I^M (e.g., Ru(III)) 
will not in general fall at the same point in GA space as that for 
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\pfc (Ru(II)) so the equation for the XIIA(CA) is that of a dis
placed harmonic oscillator with respect to that for the XIIA(6A)-
If Q\ were not totally symmetric, movement of the minimum 
away from QA = 0 would correspond to a different monomer 
symmetry in states 1/$ and \pfa- We make the assumption that 
the monomer has the same symmetry in the two oxidation 
states and so only totally symmetric QA (QB) give £A (£B) ^ 
0 in eq 10. We show subsequently that modes with £A = 0 add 
nothing significant to the mixed valence problem in our ap
proximation. Thus, our limitation to a single, totally symmetric 
vibrational degree of freedom per monomer is not as restrictive 
as it might first appear. 

We now construct the vibronic matrix for eq 1 in our zero-
order electronic basis, ^ a and i/v The basis is diagonal in and 
commutes with TA, TB, and TAB. We follow F-G8-9 and ap
proximate VAB(r,Q) by expanding it in a Taylor series about 
Q = Q0 keeping only the constant terms: 

H/AB ^ w*B(q,Q°) = < â| K
AB(/-,e°)|̂ a> 

= (tb\VAB(r,Q°)\tb) (12) 

and 

Ws =* Ws(q,Q°) = W, \VAB(r,Q°)\tb) 
= <^b |KA B ( r .eWa> (13) 

Thus in our approximation WAB is a constant term along the 
diagonal and Ws is a purely electronic, exciton coupling pa
rameter. (In an exact treatment Ws would depend on the 
coordinates of relative motion of A and B (the (?AB); WAB 

would depend on the 2 A B and, probably to a lesser extent, on 
the QA and QB) The vibronic Hamiltonian, expressed as a 
matrix in our zeroth-order ^,V'b electronic basis, is thus 

[Pl + Wt, + (^QA 

Pl 

\2MA 

+ \k&Q% + £-+W§ 
2Mp 

W, 

+ ̂ kIQl +TAB+WAB 

^-+W^ + ^k^Ql 
2MA 2 

Ws + • 
2MB 

1 

+ Wl + £IQB 

+ ffiQl + TAB + WAB 

(14) 

We shall find with our approximations that vibronic coupling 
arises only through the terms £MQA and £MQB above. In the 
symmetrical case we may write £ = £^ = £\ and we assume 
that /CN = ^ M so that k = kfa = k^ = ku = kf. 

To exploit the symmetry of the system we now transform 
to the set of dimer normal coordinates 

Q± = ^(QA±QB) (15) 

and to the set of electronic functions 

t±(r,Q°) = ^= ( ^ ± W (16) 

The vibronic Hamiltonian of eq 14 rewritten in the \p+,\p-
electronic basis gives 

wu
A(<W = wH

A(QA=0)l 

+ JQA+ VzkOA 

wMA<V°>=k° tl /2±x>h^L/_ _}• 

/W^B)-^Qs-0) 
\ + lQB+ V2kQB

2 

WM
s_(QB = 0)=WM

0 + V 2 ( ^ ) 

WN*(QA)-VakQ/)\ WN
B(0B)=VZkQB

2 

Figure 1. A schematic diagram of the potential surfaces for fa = ^M1Z1N 
(solid line) and fa = I / ^ M (dashed line) in the symmetrical (A = B) limit. 
We choose our energy scale so that E = Wf-(QA = 0) = Wf,(QB = 0) = 
0. We abbreviate £ = efo = £^ and k = k^ = k& = k\ = k\. The diagram 
is drawn for the case in which equilibrium bond lengths are longer in the 
lower oxidation state N and where the lower oxidation state N is lower in 
energy than the higher oxidation state M. Both conditions apply to the 
Creutz-Taube complex but not necessarily for other systems. 

Zi + 4=Q+ + \kQ 
\2M Vl 

P2 1 
+ — + -kQl 

2M 2 

2 

• + W, 
Vl Q-

!— + 4= Q+ + -kQl 
[IM Vl^ 2 * 

Vl Q-
+ ^-+ -kQl 

IM 1 . 
W, 

(17) 

where we have dropped W^, W^, W^, Wf, WAB, and TAB 

since, with respect to the vibronic and electronic coupling, they 
are constant terms along the diagonal. 

We are now ready to solve this matrix to obtain vibronic 
eigenfunctions for the A-B dimer. With the transformations 
of eq 15 and 16, the obvious vibrational basis to use is that of 
the Xn+(Q+) a r )d Xn-(Q-). the harmonic oscillator solutions 
to 

[lM + \ kQl] Xn+iQ+) = [(n+ + {) hv+]*> + 

and 

[§4*^]x-(G-)-[(«-4)*-] 

,(Q+) 

(18) 

XnSQ-) 

(19) 

respectively. 
This enormously simplifies the vibronic problem in com

parison with using the basis of eq 7. The problem is separable 
with respect to Q+ and Q-. The Q+ solutions, the Xn+(Q+), 
are simply those of a displaced harmonic oscillator since 
(£/Vi)Q+ appears only along the diagonal. When &N = ^ M , 
the Q+ do not couple our electronic basis functions (see eq 17). 

file:///pfa-
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They are therefore not involved in any intensity mechanism 
for the mixed valence transitions (see section III), and we drop 
them. Thus the only matrix we need solve is the Q- matrix in 
the Xn-(Q-) basis. We rewrite the matrix in terms of the di-
mensionless variables 

q- = 2T(Mv-/hy'2Q-

p- = (Mhv-)-V2P-

X= {%^2Mhvl)~x'2e 

e = Ws/hv- (20) 

so that all energies and parameters are in units of the XnSq-) 
vibrational quanta, hv-. We henceforth write n = n- and hv 
= hv- to simplify our notation. Thus our vibronic matrix for 
HJ/hv in the \f/+,\p- basis becomes 

component of the molecule-fixed electric-dipole operator, m 
= 2,-e,- r,-. The 17 are measured from the midpoint of A and B 
or, since we center A and B on the z axis, from z = 0. The 
mixed valence band will consist of the totality of such "lines", 
each centered at its transition energy. 

We assume for the moment that i/+ and i/- are nondegen-
erate and that the temperature is low enough so that only <l>+ 

is appreciably populated. Then, making the franck-Condon 
approximation, we obtain 

Z)(O+ 
= Z 

y=x,y,z. 

< < J > + K | < J > ; > | 2 

= L 
y=x,y,z 

<*+ |m7 |iM L 
«=0,2 , , 

(pl + ql)+t 

A<?-

Xq-

& + ql)~< 

+ W- IW7 I M L 
« = 1 , 3 , . . 

W h e n \j/a, i/'b and 7 are real , eq 26 gives 

ranS„ 

rons„ (26) 

D(O+ 

(21) 
y=x,y,z 

W + | w 7 | M T.ro„sv 

from which it is straightforward to obtain the matrix in the 
vibronic basis A±X«K). n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . 

Since the only nonzero integrals for q- between our har
monic oscillator functions x«(<7-) a r e 

/ 1 1 x / 1 1 \ / " + J V ' ' 2 

(Xn\q-\Xn+l) = \Xn+\\q-\Xn) = \~~T~) 

n = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . (22) 

and since in the symmetrical limit there are no other off-di
agonal matrix elements, the matrix blocks into <£- and $+ 
parts where the superscript designates behavior under inter
change of nuclei. The $~ block is composed of the iA+x«(<7-). 
n = 1, 3, 5, . . . , and the iA_x«K), n = 0, 2, 4 , . . . , while the 
<£+block is made up of the \p+Xn(q~), n — 0, 2,4,. .. ,and the 
\p-Xn(Q-). n= 1, 3, 5, . . . . Diagonal e lements a re 

y=x,y,z 
W + K I M I 2 (27) 

The last line defines the vibrational overlap factors, So11, as 

$0v = Z rQnS»n ( 2 8 ) 
n 

We now demonstrate that only W7 = mz polarized elec
tric-dipole transitions are allowed to a first approximation. In 
the one-center approximation 

W + K I ^" > = - Wa + 1AbIw7IlAa ~ i/'b) 

- r U<AaK|lAa) - (AbIw7IlAb)I 

= ! « ^ - K I * M * B > - ( ^ M K I V M ) I (29) 

t±xn(q-) hv 
-Xn(q-)) = n + - ± e (23) Trans forming the opera tor to the monomer centers gives 

where +t applies for the iA+ and —e for the iA— The dimension 
of t he blocks for a basis of (m — 1) q u a n t a is only m X m . 
Moreover , the blocks may be easily a r r anged into t r id iagonal 
form, and thus they a re very inexpensive to diagonal ize . It is 
therefore possible to include a sufficiently large n u m b e r of 
quanta so that the results are insensitive to the truncation from 
n = oo. Consequently, essentially exact results may be obtained 
within the context of the model . 

III. Intensity Profile of the Mixed Valence Band in the 
Symmetrical Limit 

Eigenfunct ions for the $ + and $~ blocks will be in the 
form 

** = Z rvn\p+xn + Z rvni>-xn 
« = 0,2,4 . . . «=1,3,5 . . . 

* 7 = Z S„„\P+Xn + Z Svnt-Xn ( 2 4 ) 
«=1,3,5 . . . « = 0,2,4 . . . 

with $ + lying lowest for negat ive values of t. S y m m e t r y se
lection rules allow only + to — or — to + vibronic t ransi t ions . 
Assuming a collection of r andomly or iented molecules, the 
dipole s t rength of a vibronic line, <t>/ —• <f>7, is given by 

DW^v)= E ( ^ ' ~ ^ I<*;!:IW71$7)I2 (25) 
y=x,y,z iV 

where AV/7V is the fract ional populat ion in s ta te v'. AV = 
exp(—E„'/kT) and N = 2„<AV. w 7 ( y = x , y , or z) is the 7 t h 

m x = w { \ m v = my, m z 

Wx = m j , m y = m®, W2 = mf + 

Re 

2 

Re 
2 

(30) 

where R is the distance between the monomer centers and e 
is the electronic charge. Thus if the M state contains w elec
trons and the N state n electrons, 

Wfcl$ K I l M ) 

= (+& m, 
Re 
2 ) + {^|wz

B + ^ | ^ ) 

( ^ ) t f e W ^ | w z | ^ » - - ( ^ ) * e (3 D 

All w7 and W7 (and hence mx and my) integrals are zero to 
a first approximation if the monomer units have approximate 
inversion symmetry as do the near-octahedral monomers in 
the C-T complex and in many other complexes. This result 
follows from parity selection rules. In such systems w7 and w7 
(7 = x, y, and z) are odd under inversion and can only connect 
monomer functions which differ in parity. 

Thus to summarize, when n — m = 1, 

W + K K ) ^ Re/2 
W + | / M x | i M =* 0 

W+KlV-) =̂ 0 (32) 

file:///~~T~
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Figure 2. Calculated absorption profiles for the symmetrical case in the 
low temperature limit. The parameters —e,X label the transitions. The 
height of each stick is Sl,j2 (see eq 28), and the curves are synthesized 
(eq 36) from Gaussians (eq 35) taking all A = 1.2. All spectra are on the 
same intensity scale with vertical displacements for clarity. The very low 
energy infrared transitions for —2,2.5 and —6,3.5, which would occur at 
zero energy to the scale of the figure, have been omitted. 

and 'o is populated and \p± are nondegenerate, so when only $, 
we obtain 

D{0+ -+»-)= \{++\m:\+-)\2&l= {Re/2)*Sl (33) 

thus the relative intensities of the lines comprising the band 
are determined by the $l„. In section VI we consider how eq 
33 is altered in the more general case. 

To obtain a qualitative feel for the bandshape changes as a 
function of e and X, we first consider the <-?r> for limiting cases. 
When X = e = 0 

$0v - 5o„ (34) 

(see also section IX), but no mixed valence band is predicted 
since $0 = \p+xo(q~) and $0 = i//_xo(<7-) are exactly degen
erate. When X = 0 but e ^ 0, we still have #0„ = c>o„, but $0" = 
\j/+Xo(q-) and $0 = ^_xo(<7-) are separated in energy by 2e. 
Thus a single line is predicted at an energy of 2«. Finally, when 
X 7* 0 but t = 0, we again find So1, = <50„. (In this case, *o = 
*P+Xo(I-) a n d *o = i-Xoiq-) where xi)(<7-) is the « = 0 state 
for a displaced oscillator in q-.) Since the states are exactly 

V2 - V2X2, n o - V2X2 = degenerate with energies n + 7 
mixed-valence band is predicted. 

Clearly, the interesting results occur when both e and X are 
nonzero and we no longer have $o„ = <5o„. In Figure 2, we il
lustrate the bandshapes predicted by eq 33 for a variety of e,X 
combinations. The spectra have been synthesized assuming a 
Gaussian line shape 

M t ) _ _ _ 

with the same A value for each vibronic line contributing to the 
band. Here Ee is the calculated energy for the line and A is a 
line width chosen empirically to fit a spectrum. The figures 
represent £} = e?2,,, so they are independent of | (\p+\m21 \j/-) |2 . 
The vertical scale is chosen so that the height of each line in 
the stick spectra equals ]/2o?5,, 
sent 

Vi&e a n d the curves repre-

e 
(36) 

In general, we see that a band spanning a small number of 
quanta centered at an energy near 2e results when t is large 
compared to X. In contrast, when X is large compared to e, the 
infrared has a very strong transition between nearly degenerate 
4>o and $0 states, and higher energy excitations give a much 
broader and weaker band to higher energy. When X is small 
compared to e, the lowest lying $0" —* $7 excitations are es-

12 16 

ENERGY (q .QUANTA) 

2 4 

Figure 3. The Creutz-Taube spectrum (dashed curve) at room tempera
ture (from ref 3a) scaled in intensity to the "best fit" of the model (solid 
curve) which uses t = -6 , \ = 2.7; A = 1.4 for all lines. The calculated 
height of each stick is ̂ J„/2 scaled by the appropriate normalized popu
lation factor based on T = 298 K. The labels 0, 1, 2, 3 designate transitions 
from the ground and first three hot vibronic levels, respectively. The energy 
of a <?_ quantum is 500 cm-1. 

sentially infrared transitions in v- which become allowed as 
the \p+ and t̂ _ states are mixed via Xq-. The most intense is 
the *o -*• *o" transition. For X - • 0 this is a ^+xo(<7-) -» 
\p+X\(q~) transition with energy hv~ and zero intensity. For 
a given t these transitions become more intense but lower in 
energy as X increases. At a given temperature, for X sufficiently 
large compared to e, $0 becomes thermally populated and 
induced emission must be included in the calculation of the 
intensity of $0 ~~* $0 • 

These low-energy infrared transitions should be unique to 
the mixed valence complexes since to a first approximation 
their intensity is dependent on the existence of two distinct 
types of electronic states, ^ 3 and \ph, which are degenerate to 
zero order and are coupled by X. The Ru(II)-Ru(II) or 
Ru(III)-Ru(III) complexes, for example, will have ground 
states of the type \j/% = I/'N'/'N and ^g- = I^M^M, respectively; in 
each complex only one type of electronic ground state ex
ists. 

The ease of detection of the i>_-type infrared transitions will 
depend on their energy, intensity, and line width. We shall 
discuss these transitions in more detail elsewhere.18 

IV. The Creutz-Taube (C-T) Complex 

The mixed valence band in the C-T complex is relatively 
narrow and rather asymmetric in solution at room tempera
ture;33 it becomes somewhat sharper and markedly more 
asymmetric at 10 K in a polyvinyl alcohol) foil.10 In 
Ru(NH3)6

3 + , i '1(aig) = 500 cm"1,13 so we take v- = 500 cm- ' 
as the energy of the vibrational quanta in the Xn(Q-) basis (eq 
19). Our parameters and eigenvalues are expressed in units of 
hu- quanta; thus for v- = 500 cm - 1 , e = — 6 corresponds to 

(35) -3000 c m - ' , e t c . 
In Figure 3 we show the spectrum of the C-T complex in 

D2O at room temperature taken from Figure 2 of ref 3a. Su
perimposed we show our "best fit" obtained by trial and error. 
Our fit gives the parameters e = —6.0 ± 0.1, X = 2.7 ± 0.2 
(with A « 1.4 for all lines). With these parameters, the model 
predicts low-lying excited states at 131, 362, and 613 cm - 1 , 
and transitions from these thermally populated levels ("hot 
lines") are seen (Figure 3) to make an appreciable contribution 
to the overall band profile. The theoretical spectrum is seen to 
fit quite well, and so our model is able to account for an 
asymmetric bandshape in which the intensity is concentrated 
over a relatively few quanta. Furthermore, the parameters t 
and X are surprisingly well defined by a rather broad and 
nondescript band, t depends primarily on the transition energy 
maximum and hence can be fixed quite reliably. X is deter
mined by the broadness and asymmetry of the band (see Figure 
2). The error bounds we quote for X (2.5-2.9) are in fact quite 
generous. Theoretical spectra generated using these extremes 
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differ markedly from experiment, being much too sharp and 
symmetrical for the lower bound and far too broad and 
asymmetric for the upper bound. 

(and X values are best determined by a moment analysis (see 
Appendix) which is less dependent on assumptions about line 
shapes. However, such an analysis requires an accurate and 
complete band contour with a reliably defined baseline. Par
ticularly interesting would be a moment analysis at low tem
perature and as a function of temperature. It must of course 
be borne in mind that the moment approach is only rigorous 
within the context of the model. In particular, the large ef
fective line widths may in part reflect other intensity mecha
nisms not included in our simple treatment. Both unequal 
monomer force constants (see section VIII) and anharmonicity 
may play a significant role in determining the band contour, 
and both of these effects require further investigation. 

Our parameter estimates, e = - 6 , X = 2.7, permit an im
mediate assessment of the simple criterion for valence trapping, 
i.e., does the lowest potential surface have a single minimum 
or does it have two minima symmetrically disposed about a 
central potential barrier (see also Figure 7 and the discussion 
in section IX). The former case corresponds to a delocalized 
or untrapped ground state and the latter corresponds to "va
lence trapping". In terms of our parameters, the criterion which 
distinguishes the former from the latter is simply6 X2 < |c| vs. 
X2 > |«| (see also section IX). Thus our parameters suggest 
valence trapping. However, using these parameters, one cal
culates a barrier height of only 57 cm-1 whereas the calculated 
ground state vibronic energy level is 30 cm -1 above the top of 
the barrier suggesting a primarily delocalized (untrapped) 
structure consistent with the view recently emphasized by 
Beattie et al.7 and by Hush.6 In fact, we may easily put this 
analysis on a quantitative basis by calculating the probability 
distribution (P{q-)) in q- space. We do this by squaring <l>+ 

(or $7) and integrating over electronic coordinates using eq 
6. The result is 

/>+(<?-) = J |* + | 2 dr e l 

even odd 

= E WWXnXn'+ £ rvir„rxixr (37) 
n.n' 1,1' 

An analogous equation applies for P~{q~) with s„„ substituted 
everywhere for /•„„. Equation 37 is easily evaluated since the 
rm (and s„„) are obtained from the diagonalization of eq 21, 
and the Xn are simply harmonic oscillator functions centered 
at q- = 0. Calculated probability plots are shown for e = - 6 , 
X = 2.7 (the C-T parameters) in Figure 4 both in the low-
temperature limit (all molecules in the ground state) and at 
room temperature. The low-temperature case corresponds to 
an untrapped situation since the probability peaks at q~ = 0 
(i.e., both Ru environments identical) and falls off smoothly 
as |<jr_| increases. At room temperature, a small degree of 
trapping is implied since the probability shows modest maxima 
near the potential well minima. In sharp contrast, we also in 
Figure 4 show analogous probability plots for the parameters, 
e = -6 , X = 3.5. These correspond to a potential barrier of 795 
cm"1 and a ground vibronic energy of 210 cm - ' , and thus the 
ground state lies 585 cm -1 below the top of the barrier. It is 
seen that essentially complete trapping is predicted with vir
tually no temperature dependence. 

If we wish to use simple resonance language,11 then we may 
approximate the electron "delocalization frequency" by simply 
dividing the energy difference between the two lowest calcu
lated energy levels by h. This gives frequencies of 3.9 X 1012 

and 5.7 X 1010 s-1, respectively, for the C-T complex and the 
hypothetical t = - 6 , X = 3.5 case (assuming 500 cm -1 quan
ta). 

Once more it must be stressed that our choice of t and X is 
within the confines of a simple model. Nevertheless, within this 

0 . 2 4 -

0 . 1 2 " 

Figure 4. The calculated probability distributions in q- space at room 
temperature (RT) and in the low-temperature limit (LT) for t = —6, X 
= 2.7 (solid curves) and e = -6, X = 3.5 (dashed curves). The vertical 
arrows designate the location of the calculated minima in the lower po
tential surface (q- = ±1.53 and ±3.05, respectively). 

context, quantitative statements about valence trapping are 
possible since the vibronic energies and eigenfunctions of the 
system are calculated. It is also pleasing that the required pa
rameters are defined quite closely by a broad, room tempera
ture solution spectrum. 

V. A Simplified Model for Unsymmetrical Mixed Valence 
Systems 

Symmetrical mixed valence systems (A = B) are uncom
mon. More typically the A and B monomers are either centered 
about different atoms as in 

[(NC)5-Ru-C-N-Fe-(CN)5]5+ 

or have the same central atom but in slightly different envi
ronments as in 

[(NC)5-Fe-C-N-Fe-(CN)5]5+ 

Our model may be easily applied to such A ^ B systems if it 
is assumed that, although the A and B monomers differ in 
zero-point potential energy (Wfo ^ W^W^, ^ W^), their 
environments are similar enough so that, to a good approxi
mation, *fc = *§,, lc§ = ArR, £fa = £\, and ^ = £\. As in the 
symmetrical case we further take kM = A:N for both A and B 
and choose coordinates so that /ft = /g = 0.12 With these as
sumptions, the vibronic matrix for HT/h v in the ip+,\p— elec
tronic basis becomes 

•{p2- + ql) + e 

Xq-+ W 

Xq-+ W 

(pl + qD-t (38) 

We have omitted constant terms along the diagonal and have 
defined Was 

W = ^-\(W^+Wl) 
Lhv 

- (W$> + W^) + W^(A) - W^(B)] (39) 

When A = B, W = 0. We use the same vibrational basis as in 
the symmetrical limit, and so in the vibronic basis the same Xq-
and the same diagonal matrix elements are obtained. In ad
dition, however, W couples the \j/+Xn with the \p- xn since 

<^+X«(<7-)|tfT/M^-Xn'(<7-)> = mHH.. 
« = 0, (40) 
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Figure 5. Calculated absorption profiles for the unsymmetrical case in the 
low-temperature limit. The parameters -e , A, W label the bands. Spectra 
are synthesized analogously to those in Figure 2 using eq 43 in place of eq 
28. The intensity of the low-energy infrared transition for —6,3,2 is neg
ligible to the scale of the figure. 

Therefore, the matrix is no longer separable into $ + and $ 
blocks. The dimension of the vibronic matrix is thus dou
bled. 

Eigenfunctions are now in the form 

*„ = E (.r„„Tp+xn + r'„„\p-xn) (41) 

Thus when only $0 is populated and \p± are nondegenerate, the 
A + B analogue of eq 27 is 

/ ) ( O - K ) = E | < * o K | * „ > | 2 

7=x,y,z 

= E 
y=x,y,z 

! < £ + K K > Hr0nS1, 

+ (i//_|m7|i/<+> T,r'0ns„ 

= E I W+KlMl2^o2, (42) 
y=x,y.z 

where now 

&0v - E [1"QnS11n + r 0 „ 5 r a ) (43) 

Once again we use eq 32 to approximate the (\p+\my\\p-
matrix elements so we obtain 

Z)(O -^v) = {Re/2)2$l (44) 

We first consider SQ11 in the limiting cases. When e = 0, but X 
and Ware both nonzero, no intensity is predicted for much the 
same reasons as in the « = 0, X ^ 0 case in the symmetrical 
limit. Alternatively, when X = O but e and Ware nonzero, a 
single line is predicted with intensity diminished from the 
equivalent W=O line by the factor Ip-J(W2 + e2). (This factor 
is most easily derived using the functions of eq 54 (see section 
IX)). 

Figure 5 shows the pronounced effect W has on the shape 
of the mixed valence band when both t and X are nonzero. The 
band becomes higher in energy, spans more vibrational quanta, 
and is less intense as W increases while holding t and X con
stant. Thus our model accounts very nicely for the experimental 
observation that mixed valence bands are much broader and 
peak at higher energies in unsymmetrical complexes.4 

VI. Intensity Profile and Temperature Dependence of the 
Mixed Valence Band in the More General Case 

We now remove the restrictions that yp± be nondegenerate 
and that only $0 may be populated. If \p+ and \p- are d(^)-fold 
degenerate, HT will block into d(^) equivalent blocks, each 
with eigenfunctions in the form of eq 41. Adding the symmetry 
component label, r, to these eigenfunctions, we have 

* . T = E (rm($+T)Xn + rM-T)Xn) (45) 

Using the same arguments which led to eq 32, we obtain 

(\P+T'\my\i-T) = dyz5TT' (\p+T\m:\\p-T) 
= 5rAARe/2) (46) 

Substituting eq 45 into eq 25 gives 
C/V , , — ,V ) 

/ ) ( / — „) = £ £ i i ^ r ^ K ^ ' T ' K l ^ r ) ! 2 

= (?dk5IWt''KI*-T,|:) 
[exp(-E„-/kT) - exp(-£„/A:r)] 

(?"') 
Sl, (47) 

and then using eq 46 we have 

D(v' — v) s {Re/2)2 

[exp(-Es/kT)-MVJ-EJkT)] p2 

N 

and 

^1/,= E (ru-ns'un + r\,'nsm) 

$}„ (48) 

(49) 

This expression may be used to calculate the band profile as 
a function of temperature. 

In Appendix 1 we show that the theoretical absorption 
profile may be written as a function of the energy, E, and used 
to evaluate moments. 

VII. Inclusion of Spin-Orbit Coupling 
Somewhat surprisingly, inclusion of spin-orbit coupling does 

not change the absorption bandshape predicted by our model 
for the cases outlined above. This result is due to the stringent 
selection rules (eq 32 and 46) governing (\p+\my\\p-) matrix 
elements in our approximation. Our earlier discussion of these 
matrix elements shows, for example, that if T and T' are spin-
orbit states arising from ^A t n e n 

( T ( ^ ) T K I T ' ^ A V ) S -m(Re/2)hvbTT> (50) 

Thus the same number of transitions are allowed from the 
lowest level of the spin-orbit split ground state as in the zero 
spin-orbit coupling limit. Moreover, the transitions have the 
same energies and intensities in both cases. 

VIII. Nonequivalent Force Constants: k^ ^ k^ 
When the force constant k differs in the M and N oxidation 

states in the symmetrical (A = B) limit, the matrix eq 17 be
comes the matrix eq 51. The vibronic matrix 
is no longer separable in Q+ and Q- since the 1M^M — ^N)-
Q+Q- term couples 4>+Xn(Q-)xP(Q+) states with 
,/'-X«'(6-)Xp'(6+) states which differ in one quantum of 
v(Q-) (An = 1) and in one quantum of v(Q+) (Ap = 1). This 
has important implications with respect to our intensity profile 
calculation. When the Q+ system is separable, the ground state 
at low temperatures will be a pure p = 0 state with respect to 
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p+ + £ n ±X (h±±b±\ m 
2 

')QI 

+ w. +ji+i (^ ) e ; 

I g - (kM ~ fcN) n n 
V f + 2 Q+Q-

displaced Q+ oscillator states, Xp(Q+)- Thus electric-dipole 
transitions are allowed only to other vibronic states with p = 
0 in Xp(Q+)- On the other hand, in the ^M ^ ^N case, the 
ground state is no longer a pure xP(Q+) = Xo(Q+) state, and 
the selection rule in p breaks down. Thus we would expect the 
bandshape to be blurred by these additional allowed lines. We 
therefore suggest unequal force constants as an important 
contributing factor to the large effective line width in mixed 
valence spectra. We are currently investigating the conse
quences of including unequal force constants in the model. 

IX. Potential Energy Surfaces 
In this section, we discuss some properties of the potential 

surfaces implicit in our model. Pictures of such surfaces offer 
important physical insight into the mixed valence problem, but 
we shall also stress the pitfalls inherent in attempting to use 
such pictures in general to predict, except in a very qualitative 
way, absorption profiles. The situation will be found closely 
analogous to the Jahn-Teller problem. Our discussion should 
also make clearer the relation of the present treatment to 
earlier discussions4"7 which focus on the potential surfaces but 
do not attempt quantitative band profile calculations. 

Equations for the potential surfaces relevant to mixed va
lence intensities are obtained very easily by diagonalization 
of the potential energy part of eq 38: 

P 1 
E\ =-q- (e2 + (Xq-+ W)2Y/2 

E2 = ±ql + (e2 + (Xq-+ W)2)1/2 (52) 

The electronic eigenfunctions associated with these surfaces 
are easily found by substituting E\ and E2 back into this part 
of eq 38. We find 

ti(q-) = 
1 

Mq-) = 

N(q-) 

X |-(e - Vi2 + (Xq- + W)2W+ - (Xq- + W)P-

1 
N(q-) 

X \(Xq- + W)i+ -(e- Vt2 + (Xq- + W)2)p- (53) 

where 

N(q-) = [(Xq- + W)2 

+ (e - Ve2 + (Xq- + W)2)2] 1Z2 (54) 

and p± are defined by eq 16. These functions are eigenfunc
tions of //ei (r,Q) which includes all parts of HT other than the 
Tn (the "dynamic") terms. Thus we are now writing eq 1 in the 
form 

tfT = HeX(r,Q) + (7„A + T* + 7„AB) = /fel (r,Q) + Tn 

In Jahn-Teller problems, E\,E2 and p\,p<2 are called the so
lutions to the "static" problem. 

£Q~ , (*M - *N) n n 

'Vl+ ~2 Q+Q-

\2M+V2Q+ + 2\ 2 ) Q + 

Pl l/kN + kM\ ,} 
2M 2\ 2 IV-\ 

Ws 

(51) 

Since obtaining \f/\ and \p2 above is so simple, the reader may 
wonder why we do not proceed from the "static" solutions 
above to solve the full (the "dynamic") Hamiltonian, H1. The 
answer is that in general \f/\ and \p2 are sensitive functions of 
q-\ thus they do not commute with the Tn and they may not 
in general be used as electronic functions when making the 
Franck-Condon approximation for electronic matrix elements. 
The full dynamic problem must be solved to calculate ab
sorption profiles. It is much easier to do that, as we do earlier, 
starting from eq 21 or 38. 

In the special cases where t and X are not simultaneously 
nonzero, \p\ and \p2 are q~ independent. Then the electronic 
and nuclear problems are separable and it is straightforward 
to predict the absorption profile in our model using conven
tional arguments. In these special cases, the solutions are 
simply 

(55) 

(56) 

*m' = t\Xm' 

*m = PlXm 

where Xm' a nd Xm are harmonic oscillator solutions to 

(l/2pl + E1)Xm' = E\,m>Xm' 
(1I2P

2- + E2)Xm = E2imXm 

since when t and X are not both nonzero, the potential (E \ or 
E2) is harmonic (to the usual first approximation). Thus we 
can derive the statements we make in earlier sections con
cerning the limiting cases from these equations alone. This is 
straightforward since harmonic oscillator solutions are well 
known. The solutions, eq 55, are identical with those of eq 41 
but are expressed in a different basis. In Figure 6 we show the 
potential energy surfaces for selected limiting cases, give 
equations for E\, E2, p\, and \p2, and indicate the absorption 
profile using the above method. 

When both « ^ 0 and X ^ O (the chemically interesting 
cases!), the potential is no longer harmonic, and ̂ 1 and \p2 are 
q- dependent and do not commute with Tn. Potential surfaces 
are illustrated in Figure 7 for three such cases. When X2 < |e|, 
E\ has a single minimum at q~ = 0 as does E2 in all cases. 
When X2 > | e|, the lower (E() curve has two minima, at q- = 
±(X4 — t2yi2/X. While it is easy to see qualitatively that as X 
gets large compared to e the absorption band will become 
broader and less intense, quantitative predictions require di
agonalization ofHT. This is easily accomplished as outlined 
in earlier sections. 

X. Conclusions 
While our model for mixed valence systems is a simplified 

one, we believe that it contains the most important features of 
the real systems. As far as we know, it has permitted the first 
calculation of the actual vibronic stationary states of mixed 
valence systems. We consider such calculations an essential 
first step in obtaining meaningful absorption profiles. The 
model is successful in explaining both the narrow, asymmetric 
absorption band in the symmetrical Creutz-Taube complex 
and the broader, more diffuse mixed valence bandshape ob
served in unsymmetrical complexes. Furthermore, the pa-
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(a) 

E=-'/2X'+W, 

(b) 

E=-V2X'-W 

Figure 6. Potential energy surfaces for selected limiting cases: (a) t < 0, 
X= W = Q; E],2 = (<7-/2) T |e|; spectrum one line at energy 2|e|; (b) X 
> 0, ( = W = 0; £1.2 = {qJ-jT) =F X<?_; no spectrum since (^1"M * 0; 
(c) X>0 , W>Q, e = 0;£"1 2= (<?i/2) T (tf + \q_); no spectrum since 
<^|^b> « 0; (d) e < 0, H7 > 0 , X = 0; £,,2 = (?L/2) =F V«2 + H^; ^u H 
N given by eq 54; spectrum one line at energy 2|e| with intensity reduced 
by factor [e2/( W2 + «2)] with respect to (a). 

rameters in the model are directly related to the properties of 
the monomeric units. Thus X is explicitly related to the dif
ference in bond lengths of the monomer units in different ox
idation states (Figure 1), and so, for example, the very small 
difference13 in equilibrium bond lengths between Ru(NH3)I+ 

and Ru(NH3)I+ correlates well with the narrow C-T band
width. The frequency of the coupling vibration, v-, may be 
approximated as the average of the totally symmetric vibration 
of the two monomers. The exciton coupling parameter e may 
be calculable via the multipole expansion approach which has 
been extensively used in explaining the properties of "Davydov 
split" dimers.14 

Finally, the model allows direct comparison of experimental 
and theoretical bandshapes as a function of e, X, W, and the 
temperature. Furthermore, the moment equations derived in 
the Appendix show that for the zeroth and first moments such 
comparisons can be made largely independently of a knowledge 
of vibronic line shapes. The model may also be useful in the 
discussion of electron transfer kinetics since the vibronic 
problem is solved explicitly in terms of well-defined parame
ters. 

In this paper we have limited our discussion to absorption 
bands. A more challenging task which we have recently begun 
is an extension of the model to make possible meaningful 
magnetic circular dichroism (MCD) calculations. In our 
present model, only the m, matrix element is nonzero (eq 32 
or 46) whereas the presence of MCD requires nonzero mx,my 
transitions as well. Gtidel and Krausz15 have measured the 
MCD (and absorption spectra) of a variety of mixed valence 
complexes in polyvinyl alcohol) films at low temperature. The 
MCD of the mixed valence transitions is very weak relative to 
the absorption, in qualitative accord with our model which 
predicts zero MCD to a first approximation. On the other 
hand, MCD spectra are clearly measurable and have quite 
distinctive patterns. Such spectra may be useful as a diagnostic 
tool in complex systems such as iron sulfur proteins where 
mixed valence couples are often in question. Initial measure
ments on model compounds such as the elegant ones prepared 
by Holm and co-workers16 might be illuminating in this re
gard. 

3.5 

Figure 7. Upper (£2) and lower (Ei) potential surfaces (in units of q-
quanta) for t = - 6 , X = 2.0, 2.7, 3.5. £ 2 is omitted for X = 2.7. The energies 
of the lower lying vibronic levels for X = 2.7 are shown to the right; the solid 
lines have symmetry (+) and the dashed lines symmetry ( - ) . The vertical 
arrow shows the strongest single transition in the low-temperature limit 
for X = 2.7. 
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Appendix. Moments 

In Figures 2, 3, and 5 we showed synthesized theoretical 
absorption profiles assuming that each vibronic line has a 
Gaussian line shape with identical A. Another way of making 
a comparison between theoretical and experimental band-
shapes is to use moment analysis.17 Though not affording a 
simple visual comparison, this method is less dependent on 
specific line shape assumptions. 

If a(E) is a function describing the absorption profile (either 
theoretical or experimental), the nth moment of a(E) about 
a chosen energy, EQ, is defined as 

<«> Eo - C 
\) band 

a(E)(E - E0YdE (Al) 

Thus the zeroth moment is simply the integral of a(E). We 
define EQ = E where E is the value of £ for which <a)f° = 0. 
Thus 

E = 
Ja(E)EdE 
Sa(E)dE 

(A2) 

and 

{a)E
n= Ja(E)(E-EYdE (A3) 

Our theoretical absorption profile may be described by the 
function 

«(E) = E E E 
(Ng ~ N1) 

N 
<a\ma\j) \yaJ(E) (A4) 

where faj(E) is a line shape function for which 

Sfaj(E)dE = 1 

UfaJ(E) = 5(Ej-Ea-E), then 

Sfaj(E)E»dE = (EJ - Ea)" 

and substituting eq A4 into eq A3 gives 
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1 a j /V 

X \(a\my\j)\i[(Ej-Ea)-E}» (A5) 

For n = 0 or 1, any function,/^(is), symmetrical about (Ej 
— Ea) will give eq A5. The sum over a is over all populated 
(ground) states and that overy is over all states contributing 
to the band of interest. In our case, a and j are vibronic 
eigenstates of HT such as those ofeq24and45. Thus they are 
diagonal in HT and so 

En= (a\HT\a) 

Ej={j\H^\j) 

Thus from eq A5, A6, and 45 we obtain 

(A6) 

E = 

<«>f = 0 

(a)o / v N' 

(a)E
2=doEZ N' 

SlXE, ~ Ev>)2 (M) 

where 

and 

d0 = 

N* = exp(-E„fkT), N' = £ Nv> 

T77Z E E I < ^ + T ' | W7I^-T) |2 - (/?e/2)2 

A ( W 7 T,T' 

(A8) 

The sum over v is over all states for which E1, > Ey. We assume 
that all populated vibronic states are associated with the 
X(i/-)-fold degenerate states ip+ and \p-. 

These zeroth, first, and second moments are related to the 
integrated intensity, the mean energy, and the half-width, 
respectively, of the absorption band.17 Experimental moments 
are easily calculated by integrating the experimental dispersion 
using eq A3. They may then be compared as a function of 
temperature with theoretical moments (eq A7) based on E„>, 
E1,, and o?/„ factors calculated for particular e, \ , and W sets. 
This comparison should be valid for n = 0, 1. For n = 2, it 
should be valid if the line width, A, is much less than the mixed 
valence bandwidth. 
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Abstract; The photoelectron (PE) spectra of syn- and a«r/-3,5-bishomocycloheptatriene (1 and 2), syn- and <?«n'-l,5-bishomo-
cycloheptatriene (3 and 4), and syn,syn-, anti.anti-, and a«r/,.Fy«-trishomocycloheptatriene (5, 6, and 7) have been recorded. 
The first bands of their spectra have been assigned to ionization from molecular orbitals (MOs) derived from the highest occu
pied Walsh orbitals of the cyclopropane rings and the ir orbital of the ethylenic double bond. This analysis is based on a zero 
differential overlap (ZDO) model and substantiated by the results of semiempirical calculations. An important feature of the 
ZDO model is the admixture of "radially" oriented components into the highest occupied "tangential" Walsh orbitals which 
is necessary to improve the description of the conformationally dependent interaction between linked cyclopropyl groups. 

Introduction 

The interaction between the Walsh orbitals of three cyclo
propane rings has been studied recently in the case of diade-
mane.1 In this example, the dihedral angle between the cy
clopropane units is approximately zero and the conjugative 
interaction between Walsh orbitals composed of "tangentially" 

oriented 2p atomic orbitals (AOs) is a maximum. On the basis 
of photoelectron (PE) spectroscopic results the resonance in
tegral between linked 2p AOs of two adjacent eclipsed cyclo
propane rings was found to be —1.73 eV. 

In this paper, an evaluation is made of those hydrocarbons 
derived from cycloheptatriene in which the dihedral angles 
between the cyclopropane units deviate markedly from zero. 
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